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The Fixation of Free Nitrogen by Living Organisms.
I. Early Investigations.
II. Is free nitrogen fixed by higher plants?
Through what Agents?
III. Development of the tubercle.
IV. ?/here and how is nitrogen fixed?
V. Can lower forms of plant life fix free nitrogen?
VI. A study of the relationships existing among bacteria of
different legumes,
(A) Legiimes selected for experiments.
(B) Size, form, and nature of bacteria in tubercles.
(C) Methods of securing and growing pure cultures.
(D) Cultural characteristics.
(E) Cross inoculations.

2.
Introduction,
The purpose of this paper is to give a reviev/ of the
work on nitrogen fixation, and its present status including our own
Investigations. The points covered by our experiments are the fol-
lowing: the per cent of acidity and of alkalinity in which legume
bacteria grow; the fixation of nitrogen in pure cultures of bacteria;
cultural characteristics; and cross inoculation of bacteria on
legumes, with special attention given to the latter point. We have
written up the subject according to the outline given, and have used
our own results together with those of others as evidence in support
of the various points.
Early Investigations.
Tubercles on various species of Leguminosae and a fevi
other plants have been recognized and used as a means of classifica-
tion for several centuries. In 1515 Lechamp and DeCandolle found
them on the roots of Ornithopus and used them in their classification.
Since that time, during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early part
of the ninteenth century we find frequent and short mention of the
presence of tubercles and various notions assigned for their cause.
Some thought them to be natural organs for absorbing and storing food,
and others considered them fungoid grov/ths; but no one seemed to have
sufficient interest to investigate their real nature.
It is not until 1866 that we find any successful attempt to
solve the true function of the legume tubercle. At that time V/oronin
described their m.icroscopic structure. He found them to consist of
an outer vascu.lar rind and an inner soft cellular tissue. This cen-
tral tissue he found to contain bodies of various shapes which he re-
garded as living organisms and to which he gave the name of

bacteroids. In 1374 Erickson found branching mycelial-like threads
jjramifying through the tubercle. These he took for fungus growths and
!:considered them the cause of the tubercle.
i
In the investigations of these two men we have the founda-
tion of all the later discoveries upon this subject. Upon these two
forms, the bacteroids of Woronin, and the hyphae of Erickson, xrere
Ibuilt up two principal theories, about which there has been a great
deal of dissention and in which m.ost of the investigators of the day
itook sides. These theories are called the exogenous and endogenous
ii
jjtheories. The exogenous theory maintains that the filaments are
jmycelia of a fungus and that the bacteroids are buds or gonidia
ji
thrown off from the latter. This theory has been upheld by Laurent,
Atkinson, Frank, and V/ard. The endogenous theory as first set forth !
by Prazmowskie (1889), mantains that the tubercles are caused by a
bacterium present in the soil, which forces its way into the young
rootlets, multiplies and by irritation causes a multiplication of the
plant cells. He adopted the name given by Byerinck, Bacillus Radici -
cola, for the infecting organism. He accounts for the hyphae of
Erickson by saying that it is a gelatinous envelope formed by the
libacteria for protection against the plant juices. Within this envel-
iope are straight rods, without the plant juices react v/ith the
jbacteria producing involution or branching forms called bacteroids.
l|PrazmiOWski ' s tiieory I'upheld in its main points by Byei^ft^ck and
iWilfarth, and seems to be favored by later investigators.
Hellriegel (1886) v/as the first to prove that bacteria work
in connection with legumes to form tubercles and to fix free nitrogen.
Peas were grovm in sand, to which all mineral plant food had been add
led. Water fromi soil in which peas had been grown v/as added, and one

half the pots v:ere sterilized. In the first case no tubercles devel-i
oped and the plants died. In the second case (unsterilized) numerous!
tubercles developed and the plants flourished.
In 1888 Byermck succeeded in cultivating the legume organ-
ism upon artificial media, and in 1890 Prazmov/ski produced tubercles
[
'i
from, such artificial cultures.
This includes all the principal points in the investigations!
of the legume organism. The present status v/ill be treated more
fully under the separate topics following. Ij
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II. Is Free Nitrogen Fixed by Higher Plants? Through V/hat Agents?
The experiments of all careful investigators have gone to
show that, if any of the higher plants be grov/n in sterilized sand
free from nitrogen to which has been added all the necessary elements
of plant food except nitrogen, they grov; for a short time and then
die. In all such cases analysis shows such plants to contain approx-
1
imately the same amount of nitrogen as is found in the seed planted.
If an amount of nitrogen insufficient to mature the plants be added
to such pots, the plants will continue to grow until the supplied
nitrogen is utilized and then die as before. Hence we conclude that
none of the higher plants fix free nitrogen when grov/n under sterile
]
j
conditions.
|
It is, however, the behavior of plants under natural con-
ditions v/hich is of greatest interest, because of the practical bear-
ing it may have. During the earlier period of investigations there
was considerable controversy as to which, if any, of the higher
||
plants fix free nitrogen when not grown under sterile conditions.
More recent investigations, however, have proved quite conclusively
that, with a fev/ important exceptions, none of the phanerogams fix
free nitrogen under any known conditions. The exceptions so far as
noted are som.e plants belonging to the LegLuninosae , the Elaeaginaceae,
I
Alnus of the Betulaceae, the Myricaceae, the Scrophulariaceae and "
(
probably Isopyrum biternatum, all of which produce tubercles, to a
greater or less extent v,'hen properly infected, the latter condition
also being a requisite to nitrogen fixation, f
The Leguminosae, because of their economic importance, have
attracted the attention of more investigators then the other plants
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mentioned. Their ability to fix free nitrogen, v/hen prov;erly infect-
ed, has been proven beyond question by such eminent v/orkers as
Hell-riegel, Nobbe, H«^ltner, Hotte^, Sclimidt, Schloesingfi\s and
Laurent, Lawes and Gilbert, Ward, Atv/ater and V/oods. As examples of
the proofs establishing this point, there follow below the results of
two experiments from Hellriegel's work and one from that of
Schloesingfi^s and Laurent. Also see table VII of our own work,
Hellriegel's Experiments,
1. The plants used were grown in a large carboy, under sterile
conditions, with a controlled air supply. The nitrogen balance
obtained was as follows;-
Combined M.in air originally filling carboy=less than O.OOOlgrarasi
ti tt sand used
" nutritive solution and twice distilled
water
" " soil infusions
" " three oat seeds
" three pea seeds
" " three buckv/heat seeds
Total nitrogen supplied
Nitrogen found at end of experiment.
In pea plants
In oat plants
In buckwheat plants 0.0003
In soil 0, 0207
Total notrogen found 0.2581
Total mitr^gsrii fcT^iiad 0,25^1
Total nitrogen supplied .0095
Difference 0.2486
. 0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.0007
0.0081
0.0004
0.0095
0,2335 grams
0,0033 "
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2. Experiment performed with Lupi nus , tfti^s to show benefit of proper
inoculation. Tv/o plants grovm per pot.
I. With tubercle formation.
Yield of dry matter V/t
. of N. IVt.of N. Supplied in gain or
in grams. therein Seed, soil & water. loss of N.
(A) . 3S.919 0.998 0.022 +0.975
(B) . 33.755 0.961 0.023 +0.958
II. Without tubercle formation.
(C) . 0.989 0.016 0.020 - 0.004
(d). 0.828 0.011 0.022 - 0.009
Schloesingfi^s and Laurent's Experiment.
Inoculated legumes were grov/n in closed vessels containing
sterilized soil. The free nitrogen in the enclosed air was deter-
mined at the beginning and close of the experiment v/ith the follov/ing
results;- 1 2
Free N.in air (initial) 2681.2 c.c. 2483.3 c.c.
Free N.in air (final) 2652.1 c .c. 2457.4 c .c.
rags
.
Difference 29.1 c . c .=36. 5mrs . 25.9 c.c. =32.
5
Analysis of the plants grown shov/ed a gain of nitrogen very
similar to that lost from the air during the period of their grov/th.
The latter experiment not only proves the fixation of nitrogen but
shows conclusively that the source of the nitrogen fixed is the free
nitrogen of the air.
Data showing the fixation of nitrogen by the other plants
mentioned are much less abundant. Nobbe, Schmidt, H^^ltner and Hotte^
found that Elaeagnus plants, the roots of which develop tubercles due
to the invasion of a fungus totally different from the one causing
the leguminous nodules, also fix and assimilate the free nitrogen of
the atmosphere. This was shown by the fact that the infected plants
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grew much more ravjidly and vigorously than similar uninfected plants
grown side by side with them.
H^ltner proved that the alder (Alnus), v;hen inoculated pro-
duced tubercles and fixed free nitrogen. V/hen grown under sterile
conditions, however, it failed to do either. The present status of
investigations seems to indicate a close correlation between tubercle
production and nitrogen fixation.
The fixation of atmospheric nitrogen having been established
naturally the next question to be taken up by investigators was the
cause of such fixation. Hellriegel, early in his investigations,
proved that it was due to some living organism in the soil. Four pots
of lupines were grovm under sterile conditions. Similar lupine soil
infusions v/ere added to all the pots, those added to the first tv/o,
however, having first been boiled, with the follov;ing results.
i'. acquired
Pot Treatment. Dry matter from air in
Mo. in grams. grams,
1. Inoculated with sterilized soil infusion 0.926 -0.007
2. " " " " " l.OOS -0.007
3. " " soil infusion 42.661 +1.147
4. " " " 40.574 +1.054
Later he succeeded in producing abundant tubercles v/ith ac-
companing nitrogen fixation by inoculating plants from tubercles pro-
duced upon other plants of the same kind; Also by dipping plants in
v/ater containing pulverized tubercles, while in both instances check
plants showed neither result. These results, confirmed by Beyerinck,|[
Prazmowski, Ward and others, seemed to point to some living organism
developing in the tubercle as the primary source of infection.
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It was not long till Beyerinck succeeded in isolating a bacillus from
the tubercles which he proved, by inoculation experiments, to be the
active agent in tubercle production. He named this organism Bacillus
radio
i
col_a, v/hich name has met with quite general acceptance.
Prazmowski was the first to confirm Beyerinck 's work. By inoculating
plants with pure cultures of this bacillus he secured the following
results.
Pot Dry matter
No. Treatment. in crop g. g.N.in crop. g.N.in seed.
1. IVith. :^a iJ03 3.5492 0.0892 0.0090
2. " " and bacilli 5.3280 0.1579 O.OOGO
3. V/ithout Na NO3 0.4124 0.0072 0.0090
4. " " and with bacilli 2.4755 0.0583 0.0090
Thus it has been proven that Bacillus radicicola is the
causal agent in tubercle production and nitrogen fixation in legumes,
that it develops in tubercles, and that it exists in soils upon which
infected plants have been grov/n.
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III. Development of the Tubercle.
Haviiip; determined the agent of tu.bercle production, the
manner of its infection and the nature of the resulting growth v;ere
next taken up. By careful microscopical study of tubercles in the
different sta;;es of their development, Prazmov/ski and later Frank,
Laurent, Ward and Atkinson succeeded in following the various physi-
ological changes involved in their growth.
The Baci ljUis. radic ic ola
.
existing in the 9oil or applied by
inoculation, comes in contact with the fine hairs abounding upon the
groY/ing rootlets. One or more, probably by the secretion of an
enzyme which dissolves tne cell wall, enters a root-hair and there,
nourished by the nutritive plant juices, multiplies rapidly forming
a colony. This colony, in most cases, soon envelopes itself in a
thin membrane, presumably for protection against some injurious
action of th.e plant plasma. The presence of this protecting membrane,
resembling mycelial threads, misled many of the earlier investigators
regarding the nature of the infecting organism, they mistaking these
infecting threads for the hyphae of some low fungus. The enclosing
mem^brane is rarely found in the tubercles of lupines. Upon reaching
the cortical parenchyma the infecting thread branches freely passing
by a flexuous course through and between the cells to the endodermis
tissue, until those cells near tlie point of infection are thoroughly
permeated by the branching filament. The enclosing membrane seems to
become quite small or constricted in passing through the cell walls,
expanding greatly v/ithin the cells, thus presenting a nodulose i
!i
appearance. The openings in the cell v/alls are probably produced by
the secretion of an enzyme capable of dissolving the cellulose, in
the same manner that the first entrance into the root hair is
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effected. The presence of the invading organism results in a violent
stimulation in the growth of the infected tissue, producing an abnor-
mal grov/th knovm as the tubercle. After a time the membrane enclos-
ing the infectin,^^ colony, due either to a loss of vigor on the part
of the bacteria or to an increase in the aggressiveness of the
plant's grov/th forces, is ruptured and the bacteria set free in the
plant cells. The organisms, thus exposed to the action of t?ie plant
plasma, cease to divide and soon assume irregular club syiaped or
branching forms known as involution forms. This change, evidently,
is an intermediate step in their assimilation by the plant. After
acquiring the involution form the bacteria soon begin to disappear.
The co-incidence of this change with an increased vigor of the plant
seems to indicate that the protoplasm of the bacterial cell thus
absorbed is utilized by the plant in its growth. The assimilation
process begins near the basal or older portion of the tubercle and
gradually extends as the plant nears maturity until usually almost
the entire contents of the tubercle have been absorbed. A portion of
the bacteria in the growing part of the tubercle, varying with the
condition, generally escape destruction and upon the decay of the en-
veloping tissue are set free in the soil.
I'OSt modern investigators agree in the main with the de-
velopment of the tubercle as outlined above. Frank, however ,^ that
the Tiembrane enveloping the infecting colony may be a product of the
plant rather than of the bacteria. A.Koch and M.W. Beyerinck found
that it was stained blue by zinc iodochloride \vhich v/ould shov; that
it was composed of a substance allied to cellulose. The formation of
bacteroids, though a general stage, is not necessarily a constant one
in the development of the bacteria within the tubercle.
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Its presence seems to depend upon the comparative virulence of the
bacteria and vi^^or of the plant. In the absence of the bacteroidal
stag©-, the plant seems to get no benefit from the presence of the
infecting organisr:, in other v/ords it becomes a parasite. Evidence
goes to show that in some cases the Bacillus raclic icpl^ rnay benefitji
the host ^;lant by developing in ti:e root cells v/ithout the production
of tubercles.
IV. Where and Hov; is Nitrogen Fixed.
Three theories have been advanced as solving the problem, of
where and how nitrogen is fixed. The first one holds that gaseous
nitrogen is taken up directly by the leaves of the plant just as is
carbon dioxid-: gas. Frank, v/ho was the leadin,^ advocate of this
theory, maintained that not only leguj:ies but other plants, to a
greater or less extent, took up free nitrogen through their leaves
and utilized it in their growth. Numerous experiments, however, have
proven this view entirely untenable.
The second and more generally accepted theory maintains that
gaseous nitrogen is fixed by the legurie and bacteria working together
symbiot ically . This theory leaves the exact process of fixation a
mystery. Kossowitch, performed an experim.ent for the purpose of lo-
cating as nearly as possible the ^^lacs of fixation. Nitrogen was ex-
cluded alternately fromi the roots and tops of growing plants, the air
being replaced by hydrogen and oxygen gas. Though the plants v/ere
somiev/hat injured by the conditions of the experiment, yet the results
seemed to show quite conclusively that only the roots take up free
nitrogen. Further, the analysis of tubercles and the remainder of
plants separately show the form.er to contain from, seven to eight per
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ui riI"ro^en- ^ad C'^e lahter hot (; wo fier ce.]\r
cen"^. This would seem to indicate that the seat of nitrogen fixation
is not only in the root "but in the nodulose growths of the root.
Recent investigations, however, especially those of rlobbe and Hiltner
confirmed by others shov/ing the possibility under certain conditions
of abundant infection and tubercle production without benefit to the
host plant, makes it impossible longer to accept the theor;, of
Symb i o s i s
.
The latest, and nov/ quite generally accepted view, locates
the power of nitrogen fixation in the bacteria, the plant simply
utilizing the nitrogen so fixed. This theory has seemingly been es-
I
tablished beyond question by the fact that Bacillus radicicola has
been proven, by Berthelot, Laurent, T'oore, Maze, ourselves and pro-r-^
bably others, to possess the faculty of fixing free nitrogen v/hen
grown in artificial cultures. Though v/e accept this viev/ there still
jremains the question as to v/hether the plant secures its nitrogen by
a direct assimilation of the bacteroidal protoplasm or of some
nitrogenous excretion product of the bacteria. In order to decide
jthis point j'^'^^ .Moore of the U.S. Department of Agriculture grew legume
ii
Ijbacteria in one hurdred cubic centimieters of nitrogen-free nutrient
i|
[Solution. After the elapse of a period previously determined to be
sufficient for the accumulation of a readily determinable fixation,
;the bacteria v/ere screened from the solution by jjassing it through a
jPasteur-Chamberland filter. The filtrate when analyzed shov/ed a trac
of nitrogen, but principally all the fixed nitrogen had been appropri
ated for the growth of the organisms them.selves. Hence, according to
Ithe present view the bacillus is a parasite, having the power of fix-
ing free nitrogen and utilizing it in the growth of its own cells.
The infected legume plants secure their nitrogen by overcom.ing the
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invading organism and then assimilating the protoplasmic contents of
the result in,^ bacteroidal cells.
V. Do Lov;er Forms of Plant Life Fix Free Nitrogen?
There have beer, great accumulations of nitrogenous matter in
many places on the surface of the earth v/here no legumes, or in fact
no higher plants have ever grown. On almost hare rock vie find
"bacteria, algae, and lichens, growing and doing well v/here there is
practically no combinsu nitrogen. We must, in some wa;;,' , account for
such fixations; and v/e can only do this "by ascribing a part of it, at
least, to the lower forms of plant life.
There have been numerous experim.ents made to show that
nitrogen is fixed in the soil and in cultures by micro-organisms,
Berthelot has dene a great deal along this line, using bacteria,
algae, and higher fungi in his experiments. Some of hi-s results are
given in the followino; tables
Table showing the fixation of nitrogen by mixed cultures
of soil bacteria in 3>f T'o.
Nutritive
media
.
Humic acid
Size of
Flask
1 liter
Hujnic acid and Kaolin' 1
Kaolin 1
iCohn's solution 6
Cohn's sol. (check) 6
Initial
7.7
38.4
8.3
7.9
13.3
13.
Nitrogen
Final
12.2
36.
12.7
19.7
19.2
14.
% gained
57
52
150
44
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Table shov/ing nitrogen fixation by Aspergillus Niger
in one Month.
Nutritive
media
.
Cohn's sol. (check)
II It
Size of
Flask
2 liter
Nitrogen
Initial Final fo gained
24.9 24.4
6 " 24.9 31.3
Table showing nitrogen fixation by algae.
26
Nutritive
media
5 cc v/ater
5 gr.humic acid
^100 cc ivater
5 gr.huinic acid
115 It n n
5 It II II
Culture Initial
2 cc v/ater
containing algae .1805
2 cc v/ater
containing algae .1805
air fror.i soil .1805
check .1605
Nitrogen
Final
.1909
.1961
.2350
.1805
% gained
6
9
30.3
In the above experiments v/e find a considerable fixation of
nitrogen in all cases, excepting t-.e checks and the six liter flask
i
of soil bacteria, found in the first table. Lar-^e bodies of media do
i:
not seem to give as good results as smaller ones; a fact v/hich is
probably due to an insufficient supply of air. In other experimients
he found that by isolating the bacteria and algae used in those ex-
perimients, only part of them were capable of fixing free nitrogen.
It will be observed that the culture riedia used above are, in most
cases, soil products. In his expei-iments v/ith soil he was able to
get fromi 75--100# nitrogen fixed per acre and in a few cases much
more
,
! Laurentj also^ worked with algae. His expei-im.ent differs from
Berthelot's in that he used knov/n forms of organisms and made both a
direct and indirect determination of the nitrogen fixed.- (The direct
being obtained by measuring nitrogen in the air at the beginning and
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In the first four cultures there v/as considerable fixation
as shov/n both by the direct and the indirect determinations. In the
two mosses and the Oscillaria there are no evidences of such fix-
ation.
Petermann worked with sterilized and unsterilized soil with
the following results;
Sterilized Unsterilized
1. 1.7 Mgs N loss 1. 3.9 Mgs N gain
2. .8 Mgs N loss 2. 3.1 Mgs N gain
Nobbe and Hiltner performed an experiment for the purpose of
showing the relation existing between the crop grov/n and the amount
of nitrogen fixed in the soil. They m.ade a soil from, a mixture of
sand and loam, to v.'hich they added mineral fertilizers and mixed so
that it would have a uniform nitrogen content. This soil they
divided in 5 sets of jars, which they sterilized and planted to the
'following crops: peas, m.ustard, buckwheat, and oats. The fifth set
was not planted.
P eas I-'ustard Buck-
wheat
Oats Bare
soil
Grams N in soil (initial) o .320 3.320 3.320 3.320 3.320
Grams N in seed .401 .018 .027 .048
Sum of N in soil and seed 3 .721 3.338 3.347 3 . 3 5o 3.320
Grams N in tops .684 .237 .234 .261
iGram.s I] in roots .175 .068 .042 .226
Grams N in soil (final) 3 .399 3.269 3.326 3.618 3. 374
iSum of N in plant and soil 4 .258 3.574 3. 602 4 . 105 3. 374
Grams N gained .537 . 236 .255 .737 .054
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From an examination of this table it is evident; that nitro-
gen was fixed in all the jars, even in the bare soil; that more
nitrogen v/as fixed where a crop was grown than in the hare soil; that
in the pea jars the greater per cent of nitrogen fixed appears in the'
crop while in tlie other cases the fixation does not greatly benefit
the crop; that there v/as more nitrogen fixed where oats were grown
than v.'here peas v;ere grov/n. The next year another crop v/as grown and'^
it v/as found that the nitrogen fixed in the soil had become available,
for crop production. The conclusion to be drawn from, these results, I
is that som.e higher plants enable micro-organisms to grov/ and fix
nitrogen in the soil; but that such nitrogen is not immediately
available to the plant.
V/inogradsky was the first to separate from the soil a bac-
terium v/hich v;ould fix free nitrogen in pure culture. He named this
!
[bacterium Cloistridium Pas teuranium. He found that it v/as capable of
fixing from. 2.5 to 3 parts nitrogen per thousand parts media. This
organism was an anaeroble v/hich seemed to do its best v/ork v/hen grown i
|with aerobic forms v/ith a small am.ount of air present. Since this
discovery several other species having the same power have been
isolated by German investigators and have been put on the market in
pure cultures under the name, Alinit. This substance was advertised i
as greatly increasing crop yields and for a time had a considerable
sale. In many cases it gave excellent results, but the per cent of
failures was so high that the practice was finally abandoned, \
Again, there is considerable evidence that the legume bac-
|
iteria are capable of fixing free nitrogen in the soil outside the
^
iplant. In the first place this is shovm by the fact that they will I
Igrov; well in nitrogen-free m.edia v/here many other species of bacteria,
i
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v/ill not grow; and as their "bodies are proteid in nature they must
obtain nitrogen from the atmosphere. In the second place, direct
determinations of nitrogen in media Vvhere legume bacteria have been
grown, have been made to shov; such fixation. Beyerinck got a fixatioh
of IS mgs. nitrogen per liter of media in three months time. Moore ofj
the Departm.ent of Agriculture got from ,2-S2 mgs. nitrogen per 100
c.c. in ninety different tests; and in another test v/ith different
media he obtained as high as 3.1 mgs. nitrogen per 100 c.c. Our ov/n
results on this subject are gi^/en beloiv;-
Table I.
Nitrogen Fixed in 300 c.c. of Media in 1 month.
Bacterium Mgs. total N in Media Mgs. IT Fixed.
1. Check 1.17
2. Check 1.12
Average of Checks 1.145
3. Red clover 1.240 .095
4, White clover 1.240 .095
5. Alsike It 1.68S .543
6. Alsike ti 1.800 , 655
; 7 . Crimson 1.460 .315
8, Crim.son 2.137 .992
9. Alfalfa 1,688 .543
jlO, Alfalfa
i!
1.460 .315
|i
[11. Sweet clover 1.240 .095
[12 Sweet
r
tt 1.290 .145
1;
113. Soy bean 1.4G0 .315
" 14. Soy " 1.245 ,095
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From the al30ve table it appears that in every case where
there was inoculation there was a small fixation of nitrogen. The
differences shown between cultures of the same organisms are readily
to be accounted for by differences in the grov/th of the cultures, for
v;hile they were all made in the same media there are always
inequalities of growth. From the above results we conclude that
algae, bacteria and other lov/er forms of plant life do fix free nit-
rogen in their bodies and finally contribute this to the soil in
amounts which may be of considerable importance to- agricu.lture
.
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VI. A Study of the Relationships Existing Among the Bacteria of
Different Legumes.
(a) Legumes Selected for Experiments.
There are hundreds of species of legumes and other plants
bearing tubercles, as it v/as impossible for us to use many of these,
v!e selected for our expei-iment fifteen species of legumes v/hich are
v/idely grown and v;hich are of considerable economic importance. The
plants selected were the following:-
Common name--
1. Red clover
2.Vmite "
S.Alsike "
4. Crimson "
Family
Papilionaceae
Species
Trifol ium praten se
" incarnatujn
S.Alfalfa tt Medieago sat ivia
j
3. Sweet clover It Melilotus alba
7. Cow pea ti Vigna Catiang
8. Soy bean II Glycine hispda
Q.Garden bean It Phaseolus vul^.aris
10. It Apios tuberosa
11. Garden pea II Pi sum sati\njLm
12. Sweet pea It Lathyrus odoratus_
13. Vetch II Vicia sativa
' 14. Canada Field pea II P i sura sat i vuni_
15. Partridge pea Caesalpineaceae Cassia Chamaecrista_
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I
(B) Size, Form and Nature of Bacteria in Tubercles.
Upon examining the tubercles from any one species of lef^ume,
we found but small variations in the form and size of bacteria taken
from tubercles of different ages. Again, by comparing the bacteria
taken from tubercles of different species we found in many cases wide
and constant variations v/hich enabled us to distinguish the organism
from those of other species of legumes. In other cases they were so
nearly alike that we could observe no difference. The following
sketches will give an idea of the comparative sizes and forms of the !
bacteroids taken from the legumes vie have studied. These sketches
represent a magnification of 5000 diameters.
The sizes were determined by the use of the micrometer and
i
drawn to scale.
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Group I
.
Red clover
Width .7-2 p
Length 2.1-5.2 [i
Width .7-2 jj
Length 3.6 p
Width .7-2 fi
Length 2.1-6 fi
Width .7-2 \i
Length 1.9-4.2 \i
(
24
Group II,
Alfalfa
Vi&th .7+ fji
Length 2.2-8.4 \l
Width .8+ \i
Length 3-G |i

25
Group lit.
Gov/ pea
Soy bean
Y/idth .5+ |j
Length 2-4-2 |j
¥/idth .5+ ^
Length 2-4 |bi
Garden bean
Width .7 |U
Length 1.1-3.4 jU
Apios
Width .5+
Length 1, -2.6 |j[
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Group IV.
Garden pea
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The above sketches show that there are four general types
of bacteria in the fourteen plants represented, V/e were T.mable to
secure Canada field pea tubercles, herce it is not included here.
In the first group are the four clovers, red, white, alsike,
and crimson. These all have bacteria very much alike, both in size
and in form. There are ver:" few branched forms but many wedge
jshapes, and rods. The crimson clover bacteri^tC^s slightly different
from the others in that it is shorten" and thicker.
In the second group are included alfalfa and sweet clover,
both of which are readily dif ferenciated from the other groups by
their large sized bacteria. These two forms are very much alike and
in fact only differ in that the alfalfa is not quite so v^ide as the
sweet clover bacteria.
j
The third group, soy bean, cow pea, garden bean, and Apios
are associated together because of their small size and their
tendency to produce only rod forms. The Apios bacteria is smaller
than the other three.
Garden pea, sweet pea, vetch, partridge pea and Canada field
pea compose the fourth group. The bacteria in this group are very
sim.ilar in that they are near the sam.e size and have widely branching
forms. The first three kinds are so near alike that we could observe
practically no difference. The fourth (partridge pea) is a little
i.
jlarger and a little less branched,
{
Theories as to the cause of the variations between these
i;groups have already been suggested in the foregoing topics; and somxe
{proof as to v/hether such variations represent actual and permanent
differences in the organism will be given in our experiments on cross
inoculation.
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From the sketches given it mai^ be observed that there are
both rods and branching forms of bacteria in the tubercle. Byerinck
|adds to tiiese tv/o, a third form which he calls rovers. These rovers
jhe describes as bein^ .9 }i long, .18 y. v/ide, and as being actively
motile. He further states that the large branching forms are motile
as shown by the fact that they v/ander tov/ards the edge of the drop,
when examined in drop culture, YJe have made careful examination of
|
the bacteria from many tubercles and have failed to find anything
corrospondin^^ to these rovers.' In drop cultures we have observed the
movement of the bacteroids tov/ards the edge of the drop, but beleive !
this movement to be due to currents set up by evaporation from the
edge of the drop. This movement is very slow and steady, and seems
r
I,
ilto act upon all individuals alike. Hence it seems A^-ery improbable
that this movement is due to the motility of the bacteria.
Another thing which points tov/ard the non-motility of the
legume organism is the fact that these organismis are very slightly
i;diffusable through the soil. Mobbe and Hiltner carried on an ex-
periment v/hich brings out this point very clearly. They first showed
that when soils were inoculated only on the surface, they developed
tubercles only on the surface roots of le^rumes. They then tried
j;numerous experiments by introducing .the organism, at various depths in
sterilized soils, and found that in every case infection took place
'only near the point of inoculation. Further, it seems to be an es-
tablished fact that heavy soils permit of less diffusion of the
bacteria than do sandy soils, because they act as a filter for the
[bacteria. In the laboratory one can filter out the bacteria from a
culture and it seemis reasonable, as facts tend to prove, that the
.soil should also act as a filter.

Assuming this to be true vie may conclude that the only
efficient inoculation is that v/hich so distributes the bacteria that
'i
ii
they will come in contact with the most roots of the plants.
j|
il
i
(C) I^ethods of Securing Pure Cultures of Bacillus radi.cicola.
|
Fresh tubercles v/ere taken from each kind of legume from
which it was desired to secure a culture. The best results were ob-
tained by selecting those^iedium size. The very small ones were
j
i
found to be more difficult to handle and the larger ones v/ere tougher
and hence harder to puncture as v/ell as being less juicy in the
interior. The tubercles selected v;ere washed tlioroughly in distilled
\vater and sterilized for ten minutes in corrosive sublimate (1:1000).
They v/ere then taken uj) in a pair of sterilized tv;eezers, rinsed
thoroughly in sterile v/ater and then in alcohol and passed quickly
|
throup:h a c^as flame to burn off tlie latter. The tubercle now !j
ij
thoroughly sterile was still held in the tv;eezers and pierced by a
sterilized platnium wire, Within the growing tubercle was a light
colored, slightly sticky substance some of which adhered to the
needle as it was withdrawn. V/ith the needle thus loaded vrith bacteria
the desired medium was inoculated. The tim.e of growth and the i
percentages of pure cultures secured by us upon chemiical agar (for ^
the composition of which see next topic) are shown in the follov/ing v
table
.

No.
No. of
Tubes
I'"'ame of host
Plant
.
1. 12 Gov/ Pea
2
.
12 Soy Bean
3 12 Red Clover
4. 12 Sweet Clover
5. 12 White Clover
6. 12 Garden Bean
7. 12 Alfalfa
8. 12 Alsike Clover
9. 12 "'.'"etch
10. 18 Partridge Pea
11. 18 Apios
12. 16 Garden Pea
13. 18 Crimson Clover
14. 12 Sv/eet Pea
30.
Table II.
Number of tubes showing growth.
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 5th 7th 8th % of
day day day da;- day day day day total growth
O 12 1 1 8 66
3 2 1 6 50
2 4 1 7 58
2 2 3 7 58
1 3 2 1 7 58
1 2 1 4 33
1 2 1 4 33
3 4 7 58
1 3 2 111 9 75
3 3 1 1 8 66
2 2 2 11 8 44
4 8 2 2 15 88
3 7 8 18 100
1 5 3 9 66
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Thus we see that v/ith /^oocl media and favorable conditions,
I
growth may appear the second day but may not appear until the seventh
or eighth day. Our rather low percentage of grov/ths is accourted
for by the fact that the mediujn used for most of the inoculations
!'V/as later found to be too acid for the best results. Also the late-
iness of tiie season (end of September) miade it iripossible, in some
'cases, to secure tubercles in the most favorable condition for making
inoculations
,
(D) . Cultural Characteristics.
The differences in the character of the growths of the
bacteria from the differei~.t leguries as studied on the different media
'were very slight. IThen growing rapidly, they all shov;ed a greater or
less degree of viscosity. This trait, hov/ever, was a much riore m^ark-,
ed and constant characteristic of the grov/th of the clover bacteria
than of that of the others, "'^etch, soy bean, cow psa a^c apios pro-
duced a growth containing a slightlygreater amount of white pigm.ent
i
than the others, giving it a slightly less transparent appearance.
'Vetch bacteria seemed to be the most vigorous growers of all. They
grew faster and produced heavier gro'vths upon all the m.edia tried.
I
In comparing the adaptibility of various m.edia for the
I
growth of Bacillus radicicola , six kinds were tested with results as
stated belov;. The solid media all produced similar growths, the
differences noted being in the rate and quantity rather than in the
character of the grov/th. The growth made its appearance as small.
semi-transparent colonies along the line of inoculation. These, hov;-
;
ever, because of tlieir fluid nature, soon fused, producing, as the
growth increased, a rather narrow, semi-transparent streamer dovm
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tli5 slant, readily distinguishable from any contaminations v/hich
I
might appear. The growth v/as sliglitly raised and, v/hen growlnp;
rapidly, of a viscous, stringy nature. Tiie distinguishing character-jj
istics of the grov/ths upon the different media v;ill be noted under
each, i
I
Plain agar and gelatin. It vras difficult to secure growths
upon plain agar and gelatin direct from the tubercle, Tliat fev; grew
did so only after the elapse of seven or eight days. After the
bacteria had been grov;n for some tine upon artificial media, hov/ever,
it became comiparatively easy to secure such growths. Sluggishness in
the rate of growth was the most notable feature of the bacterial
growth upon these media.
Chemical and asparagin agar. The chemiical agar is composed
|j
of 500 c.c, of water, ,5 g of K2 ^ P O4, , 5 g of Wa2 SO^, ,375 g of
'
ij
I'g SO4, .1 g of Ca cl2^5 g. of sugar and 7.5 g of agar and the
asparagin agar of 500 c.c. of water, 7.5 g of agar, 5 g, of sugar and'
1,75 g of asparagin. These miedia both produced rapid, vigorous
growths. We were unable to discern any difference between them, either
as to rate, quantity^ or character of growth,
LiojLiid m.edia. The liquid medium which produced the best
results was composed of 500 c.c. of water, .5 g of K2 H P 0^, .5 g of
Na2 SO^, ,375 g of i.:g SO4 .1 g of Ca CI2 ,and 5 g of sugar. This
medium, produced vigorous, rapid growths. These, however, could De
distinguished from contamination only by reinoculat ing back upon the ;|
solid medium. The liquid, clear before inoculation would after
inoculation ' gradually become^ clouded by a whitish growth, finally j;
taking on a milky appearamce. Leaving out the Ca do or Nao SO or
^ 4
both seemed to impair the medium.
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All media used v/as made up to an acidity of from .2 to *3 % Normal,
In making microscopical studies of the bacteria from the
different media, occasional involution forms v/ere found. Some
j
{authors state that a slightly acid medium is especially favorable to
jthe development of these forms v/hile others maintain that they occur '
'abundantly upon gelatin, V/e, however, were unable to discover any
^special characteristic of the "miediujii upon which they v/ere grown.
Though we examined numerous drop cultures fromi the cultural media we^
found no movemients which r/ould indicate motility. Our observations
shov;ed that Bacillus radicicola grows best in total darkness at a
tem.perature of about 25^ C. Strong light retards its growth quite
materially though it grows very well in diffused light.
In order to ascertain v.'hat per cent acidity or alkalinity of ,
media v/ould produce the maxim-um grov/th as well as the range of
growth, we made up a series of twenty-four tubes for each legume
tested. These tubes ranged from neutral to an acidity of 1.2 fi nor-
I,
^mal . and to alkalinity of 1.1 % norrial. They v/ere carefully inoculated
jland allov;ed to stand three v/eeks v/ith results as indicated in tables
[ill and V belov/. The percentages v;ere made up according to
i
phenothalein indicator, the neutral point of v/hich is about. 9
'f: acid
to lacnoid indicator.

4t
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Table III.
Acid Tests. H nl
.
Kind of N
or?
N
7<
N N N
1 -1.^
Red
I
clover
miite
clover
'Alsike
clover
Crimson
clover
Sweet
I clover
p
Alfalfa
Cow
I
pea
Soy
|j
Bean
Garden
Bean
Garden
jl P®^
Vetch
vigor
O^JiS
vigor-
ous
'ood
good
.f5;ooa
vigor
ous good :ood
gooa
vigor
ous
tvi,c:or|vigor-
/TOOQ
gooa
vigorh/igor
ous
• o
OUS
gooa
vigor
ous
rvigon
ous
iod
p:ooc
,q:ooc
,p:ooc
.fTOOC
:ooc
ffood
VI g
ous
orlvigor-
ou^s
ous
r;cod
.^Tood
frood
;-^0 0Q
:ooa
Qod
ous
,p;ooa
good
rood
.p:ood
,*^ood
:ooo-
VI s:or-tvi gorvi gor
ous ous ous p:ood good
VI g
good ous
op|vigor>
ous good good
vigorvigorvigor VI
ous ous ous
gor^
ous crood
good
r;ooa
.n;ooa
r^ood
fair
n-OOd
p:ooa
r--ood
/i:ood
ffOOG
gooa
gooa
;ooa
,?:ooa
ffooa
ROod
good
good
fair
trac6:
fair
fair
fair
p:ooa
gooa
.e:ooa
trac
fair
fair
good
fair
gooa
gooa
fair
^ood
fair
fair
fair
(^OOQ
fair
gooa
The final results', as indicated in the above table, shov/ but
[slight variations in the growth from ,1.% to There was, however,
a narked variation in the time of the appearance of these growths.
Ji JI- -11,
The smaller percentages, especially .1, .2 and .3/^, showed quite
vigorous growths before the higher percentages showed any,> thus in-
dicating that they were more favorable for the growth of the bacillus
Evidently a certain amount of acclimiit izat ion had to take place in

O'-J
,
the more stronf^ly acid solution, v/liich of course required time.
The results of the test of the different percentages of
alkalinity of raedia follov/ in table
Table V.
JAlkali Test 'a OH^
Kinds of Neu V N
,
[T N N N V.
Bacteria trai
' ^/ '
'(''
•
'-/- 1.0^ 1,1^
Red
1
clover
vigor
ous
vigor
ous good good
i!
1
\Vhite
; clover n tt good good
Alsike
i
clover !t It
vigor-
ous good
i
Crimson
clover 11 II good trace
Sv/eet
clover l» It good fair fair trace
Alfal-
fa. If good good fair trace
Cow
pea tf good good trace
Soy
bean tt
vigor
ous good fair 1
Garden
bean tt good fair
Vefch tf
vigor
ous
vig'.or-
ous fTOOd ,n;ood fair n
P From this table it is seen that Bac illus radicicola did not
v/ithstand so high a per cent of alkalinity as it did of acidity,
(phenothalein indicator). The vetch bacteria, as in the acid test,
proved to be the nost vigorous growers. The sweet clover bacteria
which v/ere most strongly affected by the acid, withstood a higher per
cent of alkalinity than any excepting the vetch bacteria.
- ii
' -
'
—
—
—
-

!The others showed no very notalDle differences.
:^(E). Cross Inoculation.
I;
!|
The Inoculation of the bacteria of one legume upon other
;legunes is a prolDlem \"hich has been v/orked upon a great deal but the
data upon the subject are rather conflicting in nature. Because of
this fact and because of the practical value v;hich definite knowledge
upon this subject might have, we undertook, so far as possible, to
|:find the result of all such cross inoculations among the fifteen-
species of legumes we selected for our experim.ent.
It was considered impractical to grow each plant studied,
inoculated with bacteria from all the other species; so in order to
get those plants inoculated v/hich v.-ould be most likely to shov;
positive results of such inoculation, we resorted to the grouping of
the legumes into four groups. In these groups each species of legume
iV/as inoculated with every kind of bacterium, in the group, excepting
its own. We were unable to secure Canada field pea tubercles, and
did not see fit to grow the plants Cassia and Apios, conseqi'ently
,
there v/ere a fevi breaks in the groups. Y^e arrived at a method of
jgrouping after considering botanical relationships of the plants,
'Similarity in shape and size of tubercle and shape and size of bac-
teria. The groups are as follov;s:- Group I, red, white, alsike and
crimson clovers. Group II. alfalfa and sv/eet clover. Group III.
cov; pea, soy bean, garden bean, Apios. Group IV. garden pea, sweet
pea, vetch, partridge pea, Canada field pea.
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The style of pot used for growing the plants is that given
in the photograph below
^
It consisted of a large glass bell jar IS inches high and
7.5 inches in diameter at the base. This bell jar was of
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sufficient size so that v/hen placed over the gallon jar "beneath
there was left an opening of ahout one half inch bet\veen then, in
\7hich vras placed a strip of cotton wool. At the top of the bell jar
i|\vas an opening one and one half inches in diameter in v/hich was
i
placed a small glass tube wrapped in cotton so as to close the
opening in the jar. This tube extended dov/n to the soil beneath and
was stoppered above with a cotton plug. The gallon jar beneath was
ij
[provided with a glass-wool filter for drainage, and vias filled with
ipure white sand. This entire apparatus before setting wp was
j thoroughly sterilized: the glassware by means of a (l: 1000) solution
of corrosive sublimate; the cotton and tubes by dry heat for 1 hour
at 150*^ C, the sand by heat for 6 hours at 175^ C+, The seeds were
sterilized in a (l: 1000) solution of corrosive sublimate. The entire
v/ork of sterilization and planting was done in a separate room, under
|j
'
f
as near sterile conditions as possible. The inoculations were made
at the timie of planting, after v;hich the jars were immediately closed
and taken to the green house. As soon as the seed germinated plant
food v;as added in liquid form through the glass tubes. The plant
food consisted of all the essential elements excepting nitrogen and
was added tv/ice during the period of growth. Owing to the fact that
the pots were closed the air could circulate only through the cotton
and evaporation was so slow that the plants needed watering only once
a month. All water and plant food added were carefully sterilized,
i
In the following tables the method of inoculating shown is '
such that each plant is inoculated with bacteria from every other
plant in the group; thus red clover is inoculated v/ith white clover
bacteria and white clover is inoculated v/ith red clover bacteria.
This ^"ives a check on the v/ork, as where infection occurs in both
li
I

cases it is positive proof of their ability to cross. The analyses
given in table "^''II represent an average of the analyses of all the
plants in the pot calculated to the number given, for convenience in
comparing results.
Table VI.
First Series-^niosed Pots— (Nov. 11 , 1904->-Jan . 28 , 1905)
Plant
Loculated v/ith
Jacteria
.
?Iov .29
In.
hi gh :iolor
Dec«5
In.
high
Tan. 28
golor
In.
high ?.olor
Tuber-
cles
.
r-1 Red clover
! 2 "
3 " "
4Vrnite clovei'
;
5 " "
6 " "
7Alsik9 "
8 " "
|i 9 " "
lOCrimson"
11 " "
12 "
13 Alfalfa
14 Sweet clover
15 Gov/ pea
15 "
17 " "
18 Soy bean
19 " "
.20 " "
white clover
alsike
crimson
red
alsike
crimson
red
white
crimson
red
whi t e
alsike
sweet
Alfalfa
soy bean
garden bean
^P i o s
cow pea
garden bean
Apios
1.5
1.2
1.
1.
1.
1.
1-1,
1.5
1.5
.5
poor
ti
It
2-3
1.5
1.5
1-2
1-2
1-2
1.5-
, 2
2
dead
rieciiur
poor
good3
3
2.5
3 itnedium
3
3
numer-
ous
good
ir;
2 nedium2
3
3
medium,
good
good
1!
1 . 5-%inediu]m2. 5
2. " li.o
2-8 kooCx 3-8
2-7 " 3-8
4-8
6-9
S-c
4
ROod
meaiurr
3
4
3- 9
4- 9
4-9
good
5"
poor
ti
ti
4 small
non;
rood
eaiurr
o-9]|nedium.
p.-Q good
I?
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Table '^''I . continued.
PIar t
loculated v/ith
iacteria
.
Nov . 2
,
In.
''li -''li color
.Tan
,
9A
In
.
hip.h color
In.
hirh color
Tuber-
cles
21CTarden bean
22 "
23 " "
|24 " pea
25 " "
26 " "
'27 ^^etch
28 "
29 "
1:30 Sweet pea
li
31 "
32 " "
:|33Canada F. pe^
34 »« " "
35 " " "
36 " " "
37^ Gov/ oea
Cow pea
soy bean
Ap i o s
vetch
sweet pea
partridge pea
garden "
sweet "
partrid-e "
garden "
vetch
partridge pea
garden "
vetch
sweet pea
partridge pea
5-9
o-o
;Tieaiiir.
4-7
F:-'7
3-7
good
o-lOrnediurn
7-10
5-10
2-7
5-10
6-10
6-10
1—
10
3-9
o-lO
6-10
dead
12
dead
12
12
8
11
dead
Tiediumldead
30
Dl2-3
16
aead
4-G
poor none
'lediuin
good
nediurn
goodnuraer-
cus
r^ooarumer-
poor
good
ffooa
poor
ous
none
numer-
ous
none
none
numer-
ous
none
From replanting (See No. 10)
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Table 'ni.
F1 rRt Heri ftp;-~m nseri Pnts— IM Analyses.
X J-an u UA V/ V ^ i- X l^iil Tubercles Mo. of
nl ;^nt s
Mgs .N
in
pi nr tr.
Mgs.N
in
seed
I'^gs.N
f ; xftfi matter
—
^^V in
dry T.f
Red
clover
v/lii te
clover numerous 10 4.41 .9 57 3.453 121.7 3. 62i
Red
clover
alsike
clover ti 10 3.11 .957 2.153 134.4 2. 31
Red
clover
crimson
clover n 10 3.56 .957 2.503 121 . 2 2.93
White
clover
red
clover t» 10 2 . SO .354 2.44o 90.8 3.08
?/hite
clover
alsike
clover tt 10 3.43 .354 3.076 104.4 3.28
White
clover
crimson
clover It 10 2.58 .354 2.226 87.0 2.96
Alsike
clover
red
clover tt 10 2.00 .390 1.610 64.52 3.10
Alsike
clover
white
clover ft 10 2.11r .390 1.720 71 . 5 5 2.95
Alsike
clover
crimson
clover tt 10 1.&5 . 390 1 , 560 53.40 3.07
Crimson
clover
red
clover
Crimson
clover
whi t e
clover
Crimson
clover
alsike
clover numerous 10 79.70 2.23 77.570 -r .
Alfalfa sweet
clover tt 10 1.3 tap; 7
Sweet
clover alfalfa It 10 4.65 1.17 4.53 J. O J. . w 9 R8
Cow
pea
soy
bean 4 small 1 9,10 9 . ll . U o c OOP
-1
^ ^ , Jl
I.
1 Gov/
pea
garden
bear- none 1 10.24 9.11 1.1 238.7 4.29

il
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Tahl R VTT . ror t inued
.
Plant Bac t er ium Tubercles No. of
1^1 ants
1 -gS . IM
in
T)l ant?
1 ;gS . i\
in
seed
Kg S.N
f i xpri
i:gs.dry
mat tftr
in
drv v.
Govt
pea Apios none 1 9.25 9.11 .15 249.0
Sov
"bean
cow
pea t? 1 43.35 9.71 :;3 . O'i- 850. 5.10
So'"'
bean
p'ST'fi pn
bean tt 1 45.08 9.71 35.37 883. 5.10
bean Ap i s ti 1 41.23 9.71 31.52 691.
!
5 . 90
'
Garden
bean
cow
pea ti 1 8.71 1 3 . 7 o -5.05 184.3 4.71
Gard pn
1
bean
S V
bean tj 1 7.75 13.7 3 -6.01 158.0 4.90
bean Apios fi 1 8 .bo 13.76 -4.90 198.0 4.47
Gar
d
' pea vetch died 1 o
,
12.31 -3. 67 133.7 6.45
(TaT*f5 pn
pea
i;^ w ^
pea numerous 1 18.35 12.31 3.04 342.0 5.36
flfl "PH PTl
pea
"n a T* t T" i ri 1^p
pea none 1 17.29 12.31 4.98 35S.0 4. 82
Vetch
1
warden
pea numerous 1 4 . 51 1.19 3.42 91.5 5.04
Vetch sw e e t
pea II 1 4.92 1.19 <-> , I O 125. 4.00
Vetch partridge
pea none 1 2.02 1.19 :• - w 127.5 1.58
Sweet
pea
n-arden
pea numerous 1 12.7 6 O 1 A% J- z|0.62 305.2 4.16
Swee t
pea vetch none 1
Sv/ e e t
pea
"0 a y t T* i ri c p
pea 1
Canada ?
"oea
r
'
.
garden
D P fl numerous 1 7 . o o 3.48 3.86 cOo . 6 3.52

43.
Plant 3 a c t ; * i ' I'v. Tuloe 1' o 1 e s No . of
"i 1 a ri t R
Mgs . K
in
£) 1 S in t R
Mgs .N
in i1,^s .Y. T^gs . dry
• -• p + 4- Q y>
' <^ " i> i-
f^F in
Canada
pea
F. ve t ch
numerous 1 23.06 3 . 43 23.58 724.0 3.60
Canada
pea
F, Sw e e t
pea tt 1 15.96 3.48 12.48 453.0 3.52
Canada
pea
F
,
partridge
pea none 1 3.46 114.0
Cow
pea
partridge
"oea
tt 1 9.03 9.10 -.03 215.5 4.25
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The above tables shov; positive infection and fixation in
every case in group I, except in the last two where the plants died
suddenly, (probably due to excessive heat). Otherwise all the plants
did well under the conditions and there seems to be no great ad-
vantage of one bacterium over another. ITnite clover bacteria seemed
to give the best results on red clover and crimson clover seemed to
be not quite so well adapted to its hosts as did the other three
forms. "Crimson clover inoculated with alsike clover showed reraark*-
ablo fixation. This is larp;ely explained by the fact that all the
plants died but one which had plenty of room for growth.
I In group II composed of alfalfa and sweet clover both plants
v/ere well infected and ,qTev; very well. Unfortunately the nitrogen
determination was lost for the alfalfa; but the other data shov/ that
ji they produce good results when crossed.
In group III we found no tubercles developed except a very
few with soy bean on covi pea. In all ixioculations made upon cow pea
and garden bean there was little or no nitrogen fixation and they
i
both had a poor color when washed out. The soy bean, on the other
hand showed a wonderful fixation in every case and had a good color
throughout. The peculiar fact to note here is that there were no
tubercles. This can only be explained by the fact that they were
internally infected or that they had unusual feeding powers which
the other plants did not have.
I|
Group IV. gave all possible com.binations except with Cassia.
Garden pea with vetch^and sweet pea v/ith vetch both died and the
test is therefore not complete. Good growths and considerable fix-
ation of nitrogen was obtained in all the other pots, thus showing
that, garden pea, sweet pea, vetch and Canada field pea bacteria are

all interchangable
.
I A peculiar fact shovm "by table VII is the exceedingly high
percenta£-es of nitrogen in nearly all of the plants. This is
probably due to the conditions under which the plants were grown.
'The preceding photographs shov^ the development of tubercles upon
representative plants of each kind of plants infected. The numbers
;iin the photographs correspond to the ones in the table.
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In order to get a test of all kinds of our legume bacteria
on each species of plant, we decided to run a series of open jars and
thus shorten the v/ork with the closed jars. Y/e felt quite confident
from our grouping and from other experiments that tliere v/ould be very
little crossing "between groups; and knov/ing that the open jars offer-
ed better conditior.'S of plant growth we run this series, inoculating
:each plant v:ith a culture from each group except the one to which the
iplant belonged (this being done in the closed pots). In this series
we have accepted negative results as final; but fearing that positive
iiresults might be due to outside infection v;e have so far as i)ossible
repeated them v.'ith individual inoculations. The groups are composed
as follov;s:-
red clover
Group I
.
v;hi t e
alsike "
crimson
Group II.
alfalfa
sweet clever
Group III.
cow pea
soy bean
garden bean
Ap i s
garden pea
vetch
Group IV. sv/eet pea
eanada field pea
partridge pea
I I

Table ^^III.
Open P ots-- (Nov.ll . IGO-^— -Jan. 2;3, 1905)
Plant
Bacte
inoc
.
rium
v;ith
December 5 January 20
1
Tubercles^It^ .hi '-h color [n.hipih color
l.Red clover group II 1-2 rnediiirn 2-3 good numerous
2. " " n III 1-2 It 2-3 medium tl
3. " " It IV 1-2 11 1-2 It tl
4.Walt e " tl II ,5-1 11 ,5-1 poor few
1
5. " If III .5-1 tl 1+ It It 1
1
6. " " II IV .5-1 11 ,5-1 It It
I
7,Alsike " II II .5-1 II 3.5-4 good numerous
|j
' S. " " II III .3-1 11 1+ poor few
9. " " II IV ,5-1 n;ood 3.5-4 good numerous
10 . CriiTiSon" II II 1-1.5 11 medium few
,j
11, " M III 1-1 .
5
11 1 poor one
12. " " II IV .5-1 It 1.5 good few
13. Alfalfa II I 2-3 II 2-S It numLerous
|14. " It III 2-3 11 2-6 II It
15. " It IV .5-1 medium 1-2 medium none
lo.Sv/eet clover tl I .5-1 good 1-2 11 It ,
17. " " It III .5-1 medium 1-2 II 11
18. " " It IV .5-1 It 1-2 II 11
19. Gov/ pea 11 I 2-4 good poor If
20. " " It II 2-4 It 4t5
It 11
21. " "
II
It IV 2-4 11 o medium few
1
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Table ^^II. continusd.
Plant
Bacterium
inoc . v.'i th
January 5 11
il
luberclesIn.hi '--i: color In.hirf'. color
22. Soy bean £:roup I replar ted medium none
23. " t! II 2-4 medium 6-8 good II
24. " " !l IV 2-4 It 7-8 It It
^
25 . Garden" It I 4-5 II 8-9 poor It
26. " " If II 5-6 good 8 It It
i27. " " II IV 4-6 It 8-9 It 6 small
1
28. Garden pea 11 I 2-6 II 4-18 good numerous
29. " " It II 3-5 It 4-12 m.edium.
1
none '
''30. " " 11 III 2-5 It 4-10 tt It
31. Vetch II I 2-5 It 5-8 poor It
32. " It II 3-4 tl 5 It It
33. " II III 3-5 ft 6-9 medii.-.iV. It
34.Sv/eet pea II I 3-5 raediiLm 5-6 It few
1 o<J .
!
II II 2-5 tl 4-7 It none
It III 2-4 It 6-7 II It
37. Canada F.pee I 3-6 good 5-9 poor three
38 . " " tl II 3-5 II 5-18 dying none
39 " " 11 T I 4-5 It 12 It ft

54.
I In cuch a series as the above it v;as impossible to avoid
outside infection, but by selecting, only those plants which checked
in their results a ;::reat deal of this outside infection was avoided.
In the above table inoculations were made in groujjs so that it can
not be told directly what bacterium produced infection, but this was
found in the followinr^ manner. Red clover was infected by groups
II, III, and 17, Upon examining group II we found that alfalfa only
i|V/as infected by group I. The results show that alfalfa and red
clover cross inoculate and that sv^eet clover and red clover do not.
iiThe same follows for all the members of group I, Again red clover
^produced tubercles when inoculated with group III, but upon examining
jthe inoculations on group III we found that no crosses were made by
IgrouTj I. Such one sided crosses were considered as accidental and
jithe resTilts called ne2'ative. In a similar manner v;e run through the
|j
series finding the following to be the probable crosses.
Plant Bacterium. Plant Bacterium
Red clover Alfalfa Alfalfa red clover
It It garden pea garden pea tt ft
n !» sweet pea sweet pea 11 tt
V/hite " alfalfa alfalfa V;'hite "
ft It garden pea garden pea It tt
tt tt sweet pea sv;eet pea It It
Alsike " alfalfa alfalfa alsike "
It It
1
garden pea garden pea tt It
It tt sweet pea sweet pea It It
Crimson" alfalfa alfalfa crimison"
It It garden pea garden pea It It
il
" sweet pea sv/eet pea It II

55.
Our later 'vork has shov/n that we may get a cross one way and
not the other, but all such one sided crosses have been very poor.
We beleive therefore, that the above crosses represent all possi-
ibilities of any importance but not necessarily all possibilities.
In our second series of closed jars we included, those
plants v/hich died in the first test, all of group III as run in the
first series, and as many as possible of the crosses found in the
iopen jars. Yfe made analyses of those plants as in table VII, but
owing to the fact that they were not left as long as the first series
they did not sliov/ fixations which would raake it v;orth while including
the analyses. As a general thing those bearing tubercles contained
the most nitrogen but there v/ere exceptions to this. In several
cases plants from infected pots were smaller than those from pots not
infected. This was especially noticable in the crosses betv/een
groups. In the follov/ing table it should be observed that color is
I'
jnot a guide to infection except in comparing inoculations on the same
jplant : for instance soy beans always showed good color while cow peas
do not have a good color when well infected.
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Table IX.
Tarch .L3 'arch 22 April 12
Plant Bacterium In.
higll r.olor
In.
-olor
In.
•
1 1 -h color
Tuber-
cles
j
ICrimson
clover
red
clover . 5 medium , 7 5 m 3dium 1 m edium.
numer-
ous
2Crirr.son
clover
v/hite
clover . 5 poor . 5- . 75 . 5-1 If tt
3 Garden
pea vetch 2-4 good 3-5 good 10 good It
4 Sv/eet
;
pea vetch 6 10 Tt 12 II tt
5 Red
clover alfalfa , O TV. sdium . O .-^ —X nedium . V - 2
.
5poor none
1
6 Red
, clover
garden
pea . 25 poor IT II n
7 Red
clover
!
sweet
pea . 5 nedium . 25t7 . 5-2 II thr e e
8 Vfnite
clover
alfalfa
. 33 . 25- . 5poor • 5-1 none
1 9 White
clover
garden
pea . 25 . 2o ft . 25- .
" It II
10 y^Yiite
li
clover
sv/eet
pea V edium « 0<J — .
•
four
,11 Alsike
clover alfalfa 1.25 tt It none
12 Alsike
clover
garden
pea , 25 poor ooor . 25 It I O Ui
13 Alsike
i
clover
sv/eet
pea .25 medium .25-, 5rjedium . 5-lm edium five
j
14 Crimson
clover alfalfa .5 n 1 »i 1-2 poor none
:15 Crimson
clover
II
garden
pea . 25- . 7^1 good .5-1 .5-1 11 few
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Table IX, continued.
5| cond Series --Closed Pots--Feb,l 9—A-oril. 12. 1905 .
1 Ivlarch 13 I.iarch 22 Aoril 12
1
Plant Eacterium In. In.
h - "li r-o1 or
In.
col or
Tuber-
c.l ec
IG Criiiisor
clover'
sv;eet
pea .25-75 good . 25-1 medium 1-2 medium few
Cow
pea
soy
bean 6 medium 7 It 9 tt
|j
fev;-large
IS
1
C o\v
pea
garden
bean 3-6 5-6 If 7 poor
11
!i
none
IS Cow
pea Cassia 3-8 tt 5-8 tt 6-11medium
numer-|
ous
20 Cow
pea Ap i s 3-3 5-S Tf 6-G tt none
21 Soy
bean
cow
pea 4-7 good 5-8 good 7-lC good several!
22 Soy
bean
garden
bean 7 tt 7-8 9 tt
1
21one
23 Soy
bean Cassia 2-5 IfIT o — <^ 5-9 tt tt
24 Soy
bean- Ap i s 2-5 mediurr. 4-7 medi urn 8 medium tt
25 Garden
bean
cov/
i)ea 6-8 poor 6-8 poor o poor tt
26 Garden
bean
soy
bean 4-8 5-7 tt 7 tt tt
27 Soy
bean tubercles 4-5 good 6-8 good 8-9 good tt
28
i
Alfalfa red
clover .5-. 75 medi u;t . 25-1 poor . 5-1 poor tt
2S Garden
pea
red
clover 2 tt 1 ti :tead
30
i'
Alfalfa v;hi te
clover .5-1 ti r:. T mediuji! .5-2 poor It
31 Sweet
pea
v/hi te
clover 5 good s tt 10 rr ediu::: tt
1
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1
Table IX, continued
scond Series --Close a PQts- -Feh.lS r. 13., 1905.
March 13 i:arch 22 A'irijL 12 1
,
Plant Bacterium In.
hi Ly vj X U 1
In
,
I - ± ' , 1 i color
In.
'
.
i "i i CQlQr
Tuber-
!
\j £j AX I d.J.x d.
1
CiX S ^ c
clover .5-1 ?:ood
.
5-1 ,
5
medium *5-l poor none ;
oo uax CLen
pea
al s ike
clover 2-3 nedivin 4-5 tf dead
AT -Pol -f oo** AX I ax J. a cr iiTiSon
clover .5-1 good .5-2 It - _ o medium none
; bean check 5 !» 3-4 med-ium tt
!
It
33 Cow
e a
cov;
pea 2-C It 3-6 .'':ood 5-S
numer-
ous
1
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In the above table the first four plants are to replace thosf:
which died in the first series. They were all v/ell infected and sub-
stantiate the conclusions drav;n from the first series. 15--16 and
28--34 inclusive are those crosses v;hich showed positive results in
the series of open jars. They no where showed good results; there
was eith.er no infection at all or only a fev; tubercles v/hich did not
seem to benefit the plants. These results show that although poor,
crosses on widely different plants can be made. And without doubt by
cultivating these bacteria for a time they \vould become adapted to
the plant in question.
Cow pea inoculated with soy bean showed better infection
than it did in the first series. Cow pea with Cassia showed fair-
grov/th and numerous tubercles, v.-hile in the first series it showed
none. An explanation of this may be found in the fact that in the
first series these plants were not inoculated until after they v^ere
up v;hile in the latter the cultures were poured over the seed when
planted. Soy bean with cow pea bacteria shov/ed numerous tubercles
while the first series shov;ed none, although there v/as good growth
in both cases. Soy bean inoculated with sterilized tubercles from
soy bean made the best growth of all and showed a considerable fix-
ation of nitrogen but there was no tubercles on the roots. Soy bean
^inoculated (35) grew fairly well but showed no fixation of nitrogen.
The remainder of this group showed about the same results as in the
first series, v/ith the exception of the nitrogen content. This was
due to the fact that they were not left as long.
From the results of the first series we viere led to beleive
that in several instances we had secured nitrogen fixation without
the development of tubercles.
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This was shown by the anal:' see of the soy bean plants and by the fact
that many of the largest alfalfa plants in a jar bore no tubercles
while the smaller ones in the same jar did bear tubercles. In the
second series the results v;ere much the same v:ith the exception of
the nitrogen fixation v/liich is explained a':ove. After washing out
the soy bean plants, v.'e examined sections of the roots with the
microscope and found in every case, except the check, v/hat seemed to
be bacteria; but these objects were not nearly so numerous as the
bacteria found in the tubercle. In several cases v/e succeeded in
staining a few branched objects v/hich greatly resembled bacteria. V/e
sterilized portions of these roots and made inoculations as from a
tubercle. In from two to three days about one third of the in-
oculated tubes developed small transpareiit colonies v/hich seemed to
be identical with the legume bacterial grov/th. The check plant gave
no cultures. Upon washing out plants we observed that in many cases
'lininoculated plants had a much coarser root system than the in-
oculated plants. The soy bean check which is 7.o,2 in the accompaning
photograph illustrates this point. Numbers one and three are soy
bean inoculated with garden bean and soy bean tubercles respectively.
This fact gives further evidence that the latter pltints were inter-
nally infected as it is a knovm fact that plants having an abundance
of plant food supplied^ develop fine root systems. From the above
facts we conclude that somie legum.es (soy bean and alfalfa) do fix
free nitrogen as the result of internal infection.
At the time of planting of the second series we introduced
into the various jars a few seed from, the kind of plant from which
the inoculating bacteria had been taken, so as to ascertain the ;
purity of our cultures. In every case these plants grew vigorously
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and shov/ed numerous tubercles on washing out. In fact they in-
variably outstripped the other plants in the s&me pot even v/hen those
plants showed infection. From this it appears that each bacterium
produces the best results ^on its own host and that growing it in pure
culture does not destroy this preference.
Summary
.
Free nitrogen is fixed in certain species of legumes and a
few other plants, through the agency of bacteria.
These bacteria v/ork in the roots of the plants and there in
m.ost instances produce tubercles. The tubercles are filled with
bacteria and are the seat of nitrogen fixation.
Nitrogen fixation is possible without tubercle development.
There are several species of bacteria and algae v/hich are
able to fix nitrogen in the soil without the aid of higher plants.
Each kind of legume bacteria gives the best result)? upon its
own hostjfc
.
Cultivation on artificial media tends to make crosses easier
but does not destroy the preference of the bacteria for their natural
host.
The relationships of the bacteria are shown by the formis of
the bacteroids.
Som.e crosses give good fixations and are beneficial to the
plant, others produce tubercles but do not m.aterially aid the growth
of the plant.
Legujne bacteria are all rather closely allied, some more
closely than others. Some are so far apart that so far as known
crosses cannot be made.
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